In the core of many process systems engineering tasks, like design, control, optimization and fault diagnosis, a mathematical model of the underlying plant plays a key role. Such models are so important that extensive studies are available, recommending different modeling techniques to be adopted for specific processes or goals. It is usual and practical to split modeling techniques under two main groups: mechanistic methods and empirical or statistical methods. Both paradigms have been adopted, but very few frameworks were developed to combine and integrate features from both of them. In this article we describe a framework for data-driven evolution of static mechanistic models with a selective inclusion of simple empirical terms. To illustrate its practical potential, our framework is applied to the identification of a non-ideal reactor and to the optimization of the Otto-Williams benchmark reactor.
Introduction
The construction of mathematical models to forecast and understand the behavior of chemical processes forms the basis for a countless number of process systems engineering tasks (planning, optimization, improvement, fault diagnosis, control, etc.) . Depending on the nature of the specific process and its desired goals, several kinds of models have been developed, differing, namely in scope, level of detail, and underlying structures.
However, for many practical situations two separate schools of thought have emerged. On one hand, we have fully mechanistic approaches, where models are built based upon firstprinciples phenomena. On the other hand, and specially for operation improvement at existing plants with complex transformations, fully empirical techniques have also been suggested and applied, relying in operators knowledge extraction, data analy-sis based upon machine learning (Saraiva, 1996) or statistical tools. But only a few efforts have been done in the past to combine and integrate both of the above paradigms, although they are conceptually believed to be complementary to each other: empirical components will in general lead to better local prediction capabilities through the full exploration of all information that is available, while mechanistic elements make it possible for one to get a better understanding of the underlying physicochemical phenomena, predict the values for unmeasured state variables, provide additional trust, reliability and extrapolation characteristics.
One of the most widespread techniques employed for plant optimization is response surface analysis (Box & Draper, 1987) based on experimentation and empirical modeling. But experiments are often expensive, its number tends to grow exponentially with the number of relevant process variables, and empirical models are known to fail on wide operation domains. The use of mechanistic model-based optimization (Garcia & Morari, 1981) has been advocated as an alternative solution. A priori process knowledge reduces the need for experimental data and optimization can be carried out over a larger space of CSTR prediction error for variable k and measurement i τ CSTR residence time θ model parameters process variables. However, the mismatch between mechanistic model predictions and plant data leads to results that can be quite suboptimal when applied to the real plant. For plant optimization, there is thus a clear need for strategies that effectively incorporate both mechanistic and experimental knowledge. When doing statistical based plant optimization, one often notices that the amount of information needed to build adequate empirical models requires a lot of time and resources. Furthermore, because of safety considerations, the search space for experimentation in real plants is somewhat limited around regular operating conditions, and in doing so limits some improvement potential that may be associated with other areas of the decision space. This situation makes the usage of mechanistic modelbased techniques very important for some plants.
The main problem quite often consists of being able to derive a fully mechanistic model good enough to support decisionmaking. In real plant optimization, there is a clear need for combining known mechanistic models together with available operating data, in a way that goes further than just doing parameter adjustment in the mechanistic model. But when using a parallel or serial combination of a mechanistic model and an artificial neural network (or other empirical based modules) the resulting model behavior in extrapolation is known to be unstable and non-reliable (Braake, van Can, & Verbruggen, 1998) . With the internal simple empirical extensions that we will propose in our framework, to be described in this paper, it is possible for one to keep the main relations between variables, provided by an initial mechanistic model of the plant, but obtain from it a derived model with a better data fitting and prediction capabilities, and therefore able to provide a closer representation of a real industrial plant. The extrapolation stability of the hybrid structures thus obtained is an important characteristic for model-based plant optimization.
Model-based plant optimization can also performed online, using a real-time optimization loop, based upon this kind of semi-mechanistic models. Forbes, Marlin, and MacGregor (1994) show that the choice of an appropriate mechanistic model structure is very important and certain criteria must be met in order to obtain convergence to the plant optimal conditions. A fully mechanistic model built with reasonable considerations may however fail completely in real-time optimization of industrial units, due to approximations and lack of data fit that originate an error surface that does not enable convergence to the real world plant optimal conditions. The hybrid mechanisticempirical models that we propose have both parameter and structure adjustment capabilities, and therefore are able to result in improved optimization solutions, as we will see in one of the case studies to be presented.
In the limited previous work that has been done in order to build hybrid mechanistic-empirical models (Cameron & Hangos, 2001; Psichogios & Ungar, 1992; Schubert, Simutis, Dors, Havlík, & Lubbert, 1994; Su, Bhat, & McAvoy, 1992; Thompson & Kramer, 1994; Van Can, Hellinga, Luyben, & Heijnen, 1996; ) , one may find different perspectives, including the choice among alternative first-principles models followed by some parameter fitting to existing data or combination of the available mechanistic model with an empirical model adjusted to the residuals. Research in the area of system identification also introduced the concept of grey-box models (Lindskog & Ljung, 1995; Ljung, 1999) for representing models with physical components (whitebox models) and empirical components (black-box).
However, none of them take into account the detailed fine structure of the available underlying mechanistic model, neither do they allow for partial localized and selective introduction of empirical elements. In this article we present a framework for building semi-mechanistic models with such capabilities.
In order to state, in a simple language, the goals and practical value of our work, one may say that given an initial mechanistic model structure (IMMS), and sets of collected industrial data from the plant that such a model is trying to represent (D), we try to build alternative semi-mechanistic model structures (SMMS) that make use of available phenomenological knowledge but build on top of it in order to come up with model structures that lead to a closer approximation to the plant reality, as expressed by the available data. Our framework provides a decision support system to guide the user in the construction and test of such alternative model structures. One main difference between our framework and genetic programming is that our search space is constructed in a way that reduces the number of possible combinations to the ones that introduce simple and local changes to the original IMMS model structure. While genetic programming is able generate new complex structures, our framework is focused in finding simple extensions that build on top of the knowledge and vocabulary of terms connected with the initially available mechanistic features, expressed by IMMS. We will only deviate from it as much as is needed to come up with acceptable data fitting performances.
Semi-mechanistic modeling framework
As stated above, given a set D of nd industrial or experimental data records (x, y) , where x are system inputs and y stand for the variables that we want a model to be able to predict, our goal is to come up with a final model structure and set of associated parameters (SMMS), able to fit the available data, and having as starting point an initial mechanistic model structure, which is however to provide an acceptable forecasting performance within the scope of its underlying structure. The search space that we will consider therefore covers both model structures and the sets of corresponding adjustable np parameters, θ. The search space of model structures that we will consider is highly constrained by the mechanistic knowledge that is available and expressed under the form of our IMMS. Since we will be using real data for parameter estimation, one must also take into account that the number of available data records must be an order of magnitude larger than the number of adjustable parameters.
Therefore, on a more formal notation, one can say that the generic representation used in our semi-mechanistic model identification problem corresponds to a non-linear programming formulation (NLP). It allows for the explicit consideration of model restrictions and differential-algebraic systems solved through discretization techniques. Our NLP representation for a multiresponse least squares parameter optimization is as follows:
where f are the linear and non-linear model equations, either from the initial mechanistic model structure or other alternatives derived from it, g the model inequalities, y the response variables, y m the response measurements, x the remaining model variables, θ the model parameters and V is the multi-response data covariance matrix (Bates & Watts, 1988) .
We now focus on the process model equations. A standard approach is to use mechanistic model equations directly in f. But work done on constraint reformulation for convex relaxation of NLP models has shown that a generic model Eq. (2) can be transformed to an equivalent model structure that has better characteristics for the development of optimization algorithms (Quesada & Grossmann, 1995) . For semi-mechanistic model identification we also propose such a transformation, in order to expose the model linear and non-linear basic building blocks. As an example of our reformulation strategy, let us take, for instance, the non-linear kinetic Eq. (2), where a, b and c are constants and r, x, y and z are the variables, as our initial mechanistic model structure. Through the introduction of new variables w i , Eq. (2) can be represented as a set of equations as shown next:
The new equations in (2) are either linear equations, product terms, fractions, powers or unary functions (like exp, log, etc.). We thereby propose a representation similar to the one used for global optimization (Smith & Pantelides, 1999) , but with reformulated product equations having any number of terms. This proposed representation lends to less sparse reformulated model structures, better suited for semi-mechanistic model identification and construction.
Symbolic reformulation algorithm
In this section we present the algorithm that we use for reformulation of an initial set of equations. This symbolic algorithm is based on the binary tree representation (Knuth, 1973) of the equation expression. The binary tree is an acyclic graph data structure with three types of nodes (one root node, internal nodes and leaf nodes) and arcs connecting the nodes. The binary tree representation of the kinetic expression (2) is shown in Fig. 1 .
The algorithm goes through the tree nodes by recursive calling of the function presented in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1. Algorithm for symbolic reformation. As an example, we will apply the algorithm to the binary tree of expression (2), under the steps illustrated in Fig. 2 . The algorithm starts from the root node and goes recursively, topdown and left-right until it gets to a leaf node. The first leaf found is constant a and the recursive function returns the type C (constant) for the branch (Fig. 2a ). Recursion continues with the other branch until it stops on b/x. The left branch is type C and the right branch is type V (variable). From Table 1 , for the division operator, we obtain the action to create a new fraction definition, w 1 = b/x. The return type is V since a new variable is placed on the tree (Fig. 2b) . Then, from the main function code, we have a rule to create function definitions for functions applied to V types (w 2 = e w 4 ). The recursive process continues to z 2 with the result of w 3 = z 2 obtained from the corresponding table rule (Fig. 2c) . Then, the table rule for product of two variables is to identify the subtree with type P (product). The same happens with the two upper nodes (Fig. 2d) . Processing in the root right branch goes down to the leaf nodes y + z and from table rule one identifies the type L (linear). Next, the constant addition is still a subtree of type L, and we get to the root node, with a left subtree of type P and a right subtree of type L. From the corresponding table rule, a new product definition is created for the left subtree w 4 = aw 2 yw 3 , a new linear definition is created for the right subtree w 5 = c + y + z and then a fraction w 5 /w 4 definition is created for the root node. This concludes the reformulation with a resulting expression equal to the one presented originally in (2).
Semi-mechanistic model hyperstructure
Given an initial mechanistic model structure, its reformulation performed according to the steps mentioned in the previous section sets the stage for defining the search space for finding out alternative semi-mechanistic model structures that are better adjusted to the available set of data records (D). Such a search space corresponds to the IMMS hyperstructure, i.e., the one that includes the initial model together with all possible extension slots over our initial set of equations, after IMMS has been reformulated and represented according to the sets of equations reported in Section 2.1. This kind of structure is comparable to the ones used in MINLP flowsheet optimization (Grossmann & Sargent, 1978) .
Such an hyperstructure is created by adding to our initial mechanistic model all the places where extensions will be allowed (extension slots). With the model in the reformulated form, the insertion is done using a set of rules applied to the basic expression types (linear, product, fraction, etc.). For example, linear expressions like c + y + z can be transformed to c + y + z + α with α representing an extension slot in the model.
There are many possible strategies for determining the extension slots under consideration. One simple approach is to only add slots to linear expressions like in the previous example, making the identification problem similar to linear stepwise regression. The strategy that we propose introduces extension slots in the model as addition terms, according to the simple rules:
(1) For linear definitions, add a single extension slot to the expression. For example, x + y becomes x + y + α. (2) For non-linear definitions, add an extension slot next to each variable. For example, e x → e x+α , xy → (x + α 1 )(y + α 2 ).
As an illustration, by applying these rules to the reformulated model (2) one originates hyperstructure (3): 
In some situations it may be interesting to adopt a model hyperstructure with some particular characteristics. One of such modification consists of disabling extensions in some equations, in order to maintain some known system properties. As an example of this scenario, we may want to preserve mass conservation laws from the original mechanistic model. Another modification we might want to consider is an increase in the number of slots in some parts of the model. This can be achieved through a variable transformation before the reformulation, T(x, v n ), where v n is a dummy variable, replaced with a neutral value after the reformulation. For example, by changing x to x/v n before reformulation, we obtain the expression (x + α 1 )/(v n + α 2 ) in the hyperstructure. Then, by changing v n to the neutral value we obtain the expression (x + α 1 )/(1 + α 2 ), equivalent to the original model, but with two additional slots. In a CSTR example that we present in Section 3 we will apply this type of modification to increase the number of slots considered in the kinetic law.
Extension set
Each extension slot can accommodate one or more terms from the extension set. In the simplest case we may consider only the addition of new free parameters. We represent the extension set for free parameters as Φ = {1}, meaning that each α slot can have a new parameter p multiplied by 1. This simple set can be useful for first exploratory runs in the search for model modifications.
The extension set we propose for developing semimechanistic models includes free parameters, the mechanistic model variables and the reformulated non-linear definitions having only variables from the mechanistic model. When the reformulation exposes terms like 1/x or xy we consider these terms as part of our basic variable set. When working with non-linear systems, it is important for the extension set to be able to model non-linear behavior. With that goal in mind, we also include in the extension set the quadratic forms of the previous terms, in order to introduce some curvature in the internal extensions.
As an example, the extension set for expression (2) results as shown:
The hyperstructure, together with the extension set, make up the search space for finding semi-mechanistic model structures, i.e., for identification of possible SMMS solutions. The combinatorial problem size for adding one new parameter to the mechanistic model is n × m with n being the number of extension slots and m being the number of elements in the extension set.
The terms in the extension set are the elements needed to introduce quadratic polynomials in the mechanistic model structure. These elements may be introduced individually in the model or we can choose to add quadratic polynomials directly in the extensions. Both strategies will be used in the case studies: the first approach has the advantage of originating models with a smaller number of new parameters, while the semi-mechanistic models based on the polynomial approach use a reduced number of extension slots and are easier to compute, since their search space is smaller.
Optimization algorithm
The mechanistic model hyperstructure and its extension set define a disjunctive search space (Turkey & Grossmann, 1996) . Disjunctive optimization problems are often associated with models having logical conditions or decision variables (Bjrkqvist & Westerlund, 2001 ). In our optimization problem, the disjunctive spaces correspond to the multiple possible extensions.
This kind of optimization problems can be transformed into mixed integer problems formulations (MINLP) and solved using relaxation and branch and bound techniques. Nevertheless, when solving relaxed non-linear models using local optimization, the branch and bound strategy may cut important parts of the search tree due to non-global convergence.
The search for semi-mechanistic models is an optimization problem that involves non-convexities from the non-linear model and from the considered non-linear extensions. In practice, as expected, we found it to be very hard to find the global optimum for the hyperstructure identification search space, but we also noticed that very good results could be obtained effectively using an approximated search strategy. On one hand, by using sequential introduction of new extensions in the model, the combinatorial space is considerably reduced. Also, the sequential solution of several non-linear optimizations can be very effective, with variables starting values for the next step inherited from the previous one. This was the case for the semi-mechanistic structures, that are in a close range of the base model structure, and thus the optimization solution for each sequential model extension can be obtained by exhaustive search in the disjunctive space. This sequential/exhaustive solution of MINLP problems was the strategy used to solve the case studies presented in the next sections. The new parameters are added sequentially to the model until one of the conditions set for the stop criterion is met: the error improvement is lower than a minimum value, the relative error goal is achieved or the maximum number of new extensions is reached.
As our hybrid model is built around a mechanistic model, enhanced with simple empirical structures that have a low number of new adjustable parameters,our SMMS possible solutions are compact in the number of parameters. Therefore, the sizes of the datasets (D) that we need to have in order to support model structure building and refinement do not have to be very large. In fact, just like for the determination of adjustable parameters in mechanistic models, it may be better to use a smaller data set by doing some data preprocessing in order to improve performance and stability of the optimization search.
In the next sections we will describe the application of our semi-mechanistic model building framework and evaluate its performance when applied to a pair of simulated case studies. So that we can benchmark performances with the best possible answer, corresponding to a perfect mechanistic model, our comparisons are carried this way: at first, a perfect mechanistic model (PMM) is used just for generating simulated operating data (D), replacing the chemical plant as a data creation source; then, to emulate real world situations, we forget the existence of PMM (since no perfect models are usually available), adopted just to build D; given the nature of the plant and available mechanistic knowledge about it, an initial mechanistic model structure is adopted, corresponding to the efforts that one would carry out to represent such a plant through a mathematical model; finally, starting with IMMS and building from it several alternative SMMS solutions are created and tested, leading to a final model whose underlying structure is different but derived from IMMS.
When presenting the results, the mechanistic model should have the main focus as it is the main source of interpretability and quality of prediction. To achieve that goal we present the SMMS results as the mechanistic model plus the extension set, or, when presenting all equations together, we underline the extension terms.
Non-ideal CSTR application
We assume here that the real plant corresponds to a situation where we do have two reaction zones with different kinetics, heat transfer and a bypass stream (Fig. 3) , corresponding to a CSTR under non-ideal conditions. Therefore, to generate simulated data collected from such a plant, we will consider as our perfect mechanistic model the set of Eq. (5). This set of equations is the one that we will be using to generate plant simulated data (D). As the departures from ideal behavior which do occur are not considered to be known, model (5) is only used to generate simulated data measurements and identify benchmark performances.
In this section we consider a continuous stirred tank reactor with first order reaction kinetics, A → B. The case study scenario uses a model with two reaction zones of different kinetics, heat transfer and a bypass stream (Fig. 3) , in order to simulate a CSTR with non-ideal conditions. As the departure from the ideal behavior is considered to be unknown, model (5) is only used to generate system simulated data measurements.
The system independent variables are the inlet concentration A 0 and the inlet temperature T 0 , and its dependent variables are the output concentrations of A and B, and temperature T.
The assumed PMM for this plant corresponds to considering the first reaction zone to behave according to the kinetic expression r ∝ A 1/2 and heat removal to be proportional to T 2 , while for the other zone we considered r ∝ A. The plant equations given by (5) represent our PMM, for a non-ideal reactor, where the heat transfer parameters are k p = 0.01 K −1 and T p = 300 K, the stream fractions δ 1 = 0.35, δ 2 = 0.60 and δ 3 = 0.05, τ the residence time (100 s), k e the reaction heat (k e = (− H r )/(ρC p ) = 10 5 K l/mol) and T r is the reference temperature (800 K). The kinetic parameters for the Arrhenius expression are a = 0.01717 s −1 and b = 12.58.
The mathematical model (5) was used to build a training dataset from simulations for different values of T 0 and A 0 . The dataset comprises 30 measures of output A, B and T from values of T 0 ∈ [425, 475] K and A 0 ∈ [0.925, 0.975] mol/l. They correspond to the collection of such data from operating records, with 30 sets of (x, y) measurements being adequate for parameter fitting (since the number of parameters, as we will see, ranges from 2 to 8).
Since in practice we will have operating data (D), but no perfect model structures available or known, we now will forget about PMM and consider how one usually tends to address mechanistic modelling of a CSTR, by assuming as our initial mechanistic model structure the one that corresponds to a perfect CSTR (6), where the residence time (τ) the reaction heat (k e ) and the reference temperature (T r ) have the same values as above. We start by evaluating this mechanistic model for representing the information contained in the simulated dataset.
The training total square error (TSE) (7) for the estimation problem is the sum of errors for concentration of A (ε Ai ), concentration of B (ε Bi ) and temperature (ε T i ), being the error defined by the difference between dataset measurement and model predicted value. The values 0.02, 0.02 and 5.5 are the dataset 
The TSE result for the mechanistic model, and for the mechanistic model having kinetic parameters a and b determined by NLP minimization of the multi-response least squares (7), is given in Table 2 .
The prediction quality obtained with the mechanistic model is weak (large mean square error), even with adjusted parameters, and therefore we applied to it our strategy to search for semimechanistic model structures. Thus, IMMS was reformulated and its hyperstructure created according to our framework (8). This reformulation used two modification rules: the first was the exclusion of extension slots in the mass balances for A and B in order to maintain the mass conservation law; the second was the inclusion of a neutral variable in the kinetic expression r = kA/v n in order to increase the number of extension slots in that expression.
The first extension set we will use corresponds to the set used for extension polynomials (9), where P 2 (A) represents the second degree polynomial P 2 (A) = p 1 + p 2 A + p 3 A 2 . The search results are presented in Table 3 for an increasing number of extensions over:
The hyperstructure identification problem was also solved with a set of elementary extensions (10): 
The search results for determination of the best semimechanistic models with elementary extensions are presented in Table 4 .
Both the polynomial and elementary strategies were able to produce semi-mechanistic models with clearly better prediction errors than the original mechanistic model, even when considering the adjustment of its kinetic parameters. The performance criteria shown above correspond to the evaluation obtained over the same training dataset. To better access the value of the semi-mechanistic models, performance was evaluated over two dataset grids, one corresponding to interpolation in the range Table 5 .
In both interpolation and extrapolation the semi-mechanistic models outperform the original mechanistic model with adjusted parameters. It is worth noting that the performance of the mechanistic model with adjusted parameters is an order of magnitude worse than the performance of a semi-mechanistic model with the same number of adjusted parameters. In this case, by adjusting the mechanistic model kinetic parameters in the IMMS structure we ended up getting biased values, in order to try to minimize errors which are actually due to the lack of a right Table 4 Semi-mechanistic models with elementary extensions underlying model structure in IMMS. This is a situation very likely to happen when we try to adapt a mechanistic model to experimental data by adjusting some of the model parameters. When the model parameters are not known, one may be trying to overcome lack of model structure through wrong parameter estimations. This example shows that our framework can provide better alternatives and lead to the development of SMMS models with much better prediction performance than IMMS, both in interpolation as well as in extrapolation.
Otto-Williams reactor optimization
The Otto-Williams reactor, proposed by Williams & Otto (1960) , was widely used in process optimization case studies. The model that we will use in this section is the one operating under the conditions proposed by Roberts (1979) .
This plant corresponds to a continuous, stirred, isothermic reactor with the following reactions occurring in the vessel:
The corresponding kinetic laws are presented in (11), with X i being the mass fraction of component i. The kinetic rates are determined by Arrhenius equations with the parameters given in Table 6 .
The reactor model comprises rate laws (11) and mass balances (12), where F A and F B are the mass flow (kg/s) of A and B, F R the total mass flow and M is the mass content, considered constant and equal to 2104.7 kg. Similarly to what happened in the previous case study, this set of equations is what we will consider as being a perfect mechanistic model, employed to generate simulated operating data but assumed not to be known for Table 6 Arrhenius law kinetic parameters
1 .6599 × 10 6 7.2117 × 10 8 2.6745 × 10 12 b (K) 6666.7 8333.3 11111.0 Table 7 Optimal reactor operating conditions any other purposes.
The reactor model was used to determine optimal operations values for F A , F B and T . The optimization profit function (13) is based on the value of final products (E and P) and on the cost of raw materials:
Based on the optimization function (13), the model has an optimal operation value (F B , T ) for a given value of F A . Considering some reference values for F A , optimal operation conditions are given in Table 7 and Fig. 4 displays some cuts of the profit surface.
In this study we will perform the reactor optimization based on approximate and empirical models. This PMM model was used to generate a dataset with 100 simulated records based on random values for F A ∈ [1.8, 1.9] kg/s, F B ∈ [4.5, 5.0] kg/s and T ∈ [355, 373] K. This dataset will be used to identify approximate empirical and semi-empirical models (with a number of adjustable parameters varying between 4 and 14), so that a comparison can be obtained for fully mechanistic, fully empirical as well as semi-mechanistic alternatives generated through our model-building framework.
Empirical model
An empirical polynomial model (14) was developed using second order polynomials. Its parameters were estimated by standard multi-response non-linear regression, with a resulting total sum of squared errors of 8.997. 
Approximate mechanistic model
An approximate mechanistic model, proposed by Roberts (1979) based on the fact that under normal operation conditions very little is produced of C and G, is considered to be our IMMS, i.e., as a first mechanistic attempt to model this kind of plant. This IMMS model (15) has four species (A, B, E and P) and one reaction A + B → E + P, thus leading to the following set of IMMS equations:
The kinetic parameters a and b of (15) were estimated from the available set of simulated operating data. The optimal values found for the multi-response (X E and X P ) regression problem were a = 0.081 s −1 and b = 0.3726 K, with a total square error of 3461.6. Thus, one can see that this IMMS model structure is not able to represent the data with good accuracy, as was already reported by Roberts (1979) and Forbes et al. (1994) . In fact, this last author shows that this mechanistic model has a structure that is not able to find the optimal reactor conditions and thus is not suitable for usage in model-based plant optimization.
The reactor optimization performed with this model originates optimal values of F A = 1.8587 kg/s, F B = 3.5 kg/s and T = 380 K (were both F B and T are in bounds of the variable ranges considered for the problem). These conditions correspond to a very weak value of 171.6 for the merit function.
Given the structural weakness of our IMMS (15), we followed our framework to derive from it a number of more interesting SMMS alternatives, according to searches conducted over the IMMS hyperstructure (16).
w 8 = exp(w 9 + α 21 )
The extension set Φ was defined to have second order polynomials of the models term set and basic units (17):
The results obtained for the identification of SMMS structures with two and three extensions are presented in Table 8 .
Both semi-mechanistic models identified have TSE values that clearly outperform IMMS scores, as well as those associated with the fully empirical model, showing that indeed they Fig. 5 , where one can notice that the IMMS model fails quite strongly in the proper identification of optimal conditions. Regarding SMMS alternatives, the SM-2 model presents a big improvement over IMMS, while both SM-3 and the empirical models find solutions close to the true optimal conditions. Fig. 6 shows in detail the results obtained by the two best models (empirical and model SM-3). There is a significant performance decrease in the empirical model for optimization on F A values larger than 2.0. As the dataset used in model identification comprises values of F A in the range [1.8, 1.9] kg/s, the quality of the empirical model can be considered good in interpolation, but bad in extrapolation. On the other hand, model SM-3 maintains good performance characteristics both in the interpolation and extrapolation zone.
These results show once again a large improvement of SMMS solutions over the IMMS mechanistic model, achieved using a few localized extensions introduced by our framework. The semi-mechanistic model with three polynomial extensions is able to perform model-based optimization quite well. This semimechanistic model was developed based on a mechanistic model that was considered in previous studies as being inadequate for model-based optimization (Forbes et al., 1994) .
In fact, previous studies introduced a more elaborate mechanistic model, which may be assumed as an alternative IMMS starting point, that considers two reactions and five species (A, B, E, G and P), in order to overcome some of the data fitting limitations found in (15):
The new mechanistic model structure is obtained with the following mass balances and kinetic rate laws (18):
The kinetic parameters for this mechanistic model (ME), determined by regression using our dataset, are presented in Table 9 .
This mechanistic model is superior to mechanistic model (15), as can be seen from the large TSE differences between both of these possible IMMS starting points. Using ME as our IMMS, we applied our model building framework in order to come up with semi-mechanistic alternatives, leading to a final SMMS model: The mechanistic model ME is able to provide good estimates of the optimal conditions and in extrapolation outperforms the empirical model. The semi-mechanistic model that we determined is able to find the best optimal conditions for all the cases studied. Fig. 7 presents the results obtained for the different models in units of deviation from the true optimal values.
The Otto-Williams reactor is a model used in several optimization case studies. It was used here to show the benefits of Fig. 7 . Deviations from true optimal values (( ) empirical, (•) SME-1, ( ) ME).
model-based optimization, but also to point out the need to use adequate mechanistic or semi-mechanistic models to support optimization efforts. With the semi-mechanistic models obtained in this study we were able to obtain better results than with the original mechanistic models or with empirical strategies This was particularly visible with the simpler mechanistic model, a model that was considered inadequate for model optimization and was extended by our framework into a model with good optimization performance and stability in extrapolation.
This case study also highlights the benefits of our framework symbolic search space. We limit the search space to simple empirical extensions and a set of mechanistic model extension locations. Although the Otto-Williams is a small model, if we were to use symbolic regression based on genetic programming (Koza, 1992) , the search space for the structural combinations using the equations parsed trees would require powerful computing resources. On the other hand, the search for the best hybrid Otto-Williams reactor is accomplished with few minutes of a standard desktop computer. And a case study with full OttoWilliams process (Williams & Otto, 1960) , having 93 variables and 83 equations, was solved with a couple of hours of desktop computer time.
Conclusions
We have introduced and developed a framework that is supported by the symbolic reformulation of a set of first-principles equations, in order to derive hybrid mechanistic-empirical models. The use of this model reformulation strategy results in a set of atomic equations that allow for empirical elements to be added selectively and locally. This set is used to create a symbolic search space on neighborhood of the initial mechanistic model and determine, through combinatorial optimization, the best hybrid mechanistic-empirical that represents the information in the available data.
The development of semi-mechanistic models using this new framework has shown to be a simple and effective path for static mechanistic model evolution. In the case studies presented we were able to obtain models with an order of magnitude improvement in their performance criteria over the initial mechanistic model performance. For the Williams-Otto benchmark problem, we were also able to start with an approximate mechanistic model known to be inappropriate, and obtain a semi-mechanistic model enabling a very good model-based optimization of the unit. In both cases, the model predictions in extrapolation indicate very good performance and stability.
This framework opens new possibilities regarding the integration of empirical and mechanistic modeling. The resulting models have very good characteristics of stability and understandability and can replace mechanistic models in many process engineering model-based techniques.
